You now have a viable alternative to sole reliance on HPLC for applications such as tryptic mapping.

Capillary electrophoresis (CE). CE provides a different separation mechanism—based on analyte mass-to-charge ratio—to give you important information that complements HPLC. Information which you’ve been missing until now.

This precise analytical method requires only nanoliter sample volumes, so you can quickly optimize mapping conditions, confirm purity of HPLC tryptic fractions, and calculate the net charge of your peptide material.

To discover what you’ve been missing, get details on the fully-automated P/ACE™ System 2000.

From Beckman — the leader in capillary electrophoresis.

Call 800/742-2345. Or write to Beckman Instruments, Inc., 1050 Page Mill Road, Palo Alto, CA 94303-0803. Offices in major cities worldwide.
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Chromatogram of a tryptic digest of recombinant tissue plasminogen activator by reversed-phase HPLC in phosphate-acetonitrile buffer.

Electropherogram of the same tryptic digest (35 nl; 250 μg/mL) in 100 mM phosphate with pH 2.5.
For computerized current awareness services, bibliographic management or grant management, more scientists depend on Research Information Systems than on all other products of this type combined.

Reference Manager
The leading bibliographic management program.
No other system offers the power and flexibility of Reference Manager. This easy-to-use software imports references from most leading online scientific data bases and CD-ROMs, enables exceptionally rapid retrieval of references, and automatically re-formats bibliographies in virtually any style. Reference Manager truly takes the pain out of publishing.

Reference Update
The first computerized current awareness service.
Reference Update represents an entirely new approach to the familiar problem of staying abreast of current developments in the fields of biology and medicine. With Reference Update, a personal computer, and a few minutes each week, you can be aware of important developments in your area of interest just days after publication. Our powerful search software provides rapid retrieval by author name(s), title and keywords, or journal along with a variety of reporting functions.

Abstract Express
Subscribers to Reference Update can now obtain abstracts of articles in seconds with the use of a modem or FAX machine.

Grant Accountant
The efficient grant management software.
Grant Accountant is designed specifically for academic departments that must deal with the problem of administering grant funds. One of the first software packages of its type, it tracks expenditures and provides up-to-date reports on the status of all accounts. Grant Accountant serves as any easy-to-use system of checks and balances when it is time to reconcile laboratory expenditures with institutional reports.

Call today for detailed information and a sample weekly issue of the Reference Update service.
Look to the Leader.

First in Safety and Convenience...
NEN® Research Products.

Since 1985, the unique NENSURE™ system from Du Pont has set the standard for radiochemical packaging. Based on proven performance over thousands of shipments, the system provides:

- Ease of use
- Safe storage of unused product
- Reduced radiation exposure

Many NEN® Research Products, including $^{32}\text{P}$, $^{35}\text{S}$, and $^{125}\text{I}$-labeled compounds are already packaged in the NENSURE system. Some $^3\text{H}$ and $^{14}\text{C}$ radiochemicals are also shipped in the NENSURE system, and more are being added regularly.

From the radiochemicals to the packaging, no one offers more to meet your research needs than Du Pont. Call your Du Pont representative to order NEN Research Products and see for yourself.

Better things for better living
Gilson fraction collectors have always been reliable. Our newest offers 98% problem-free performance.

Whether you need simple or sophisticated collection techniques, the one thing you need is a collector that performs day-in and day-out. Without jamming. Without breaking down. That's the kind of reliability built into every Gilson fraction collector...from the very first in 1957 to the very latest introduced in 1986.

**Stationary rack system is one of our secrets to problem-free performance.**

Many collectors have rotating carousel racks. Some of our earliest models did, too. But we soon recognized the advantages of a stationary rack. With fewer moving parts, the chance of mechanical problems is greatly reduced. The FC 203, since its introduction three years ago, has achieved a problem-free performance record of 98%. The stationary rack system is just one of the reasons why.

**Built for long-term use...inside and out.**

To assure optimal performance over time, internal drive components are designed for long-term use—even in the cold room. Critical components are metal, rather than plastic, for long-lasting operation.

And, the exteriors of Gilson fraction collectors are durable, too. For example, the FC 203 features a chemically-resistant molded case and keypad to protect the unit inside and out from spills.

**Day-in and day-out convenience, too.**

We also build Gilson fraction collectors for easy installation and use. It starts with compact design. The 202 has the largest capacity of any collector—540 tubes. Yet, it measures only 20 inches wide by 17 inches deep. And the FC 203 takes up only about a square foot of bench space.

Gilson fraction collectors can be used with any HPLC or LC system—ours or other manufacturers’. And three of the collectors can control peripherals such as pumps and chart recorders.

**Choose from five different models:**

**FC 80 and FC100 micro-fractionators:** Proven performers for simple time and drop collection. Many of these units have been in use for more than 15 years. Racks hold 80 or 100 tubes.

**FC 203:** Collects fractions by time or drop for simple analyses; peak and time windows enable more sophisticated applications. An affordable multi-mode unit capable of collecting up to 128 fractions.

**201 and 202:** With 15 operating modes, 15 rack options and capacities up to 540 tubes, no other fraction collector does more or handles more.

**Contact us for free literature today.**

To learn more about Gilson fraction collectors and how they outperform others, simply mark the reader service number below. Or call us toll-free in the U.S. at 800-445-7661.

(In Wisconsin, call 608-836-1551.)

*Gilion Medical Electronics, Inc., Box 27, 3000 W. Beltline Hwy., Middleton, WI 53562 USA, Tel: 608-836-1551, TLX: 26-5478, FAX: 608-831-4451
Gilson Medical Electronics (France) S.A., 72 rue Gambetta, B.P. No. 46, 95400, Villiers-le-bel, France, Tel: (33) 1 34.29.50.00, TLX: 606682, FAX: (33) 1 34.29.50.80
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"...physics and chemistry are coming together to provide new insights and new possibilities in materials research."

Don't miss out.

There's one way to make sure that you don't miss a single insight, a single possibility. Subscribe to Current Contents on Diskette®/Physical, Chemical & Earth Sciences, and each week you'll receive the contents pages from hundreds of journals in these fields on diskette.

Because without this electronic information tool, something important is bound to escape your attention. Landmark research in solid-state chemistry. High-temperature superconductivity. Electrides. Non-linear optical materials. Diamond synthesis.

Scientific research on a higher plane

With Current Contents on Diskette, you'll be alerted to the articles that discuss new developments in your field...whatever the field. You'll create custom search profiles to zero in on the bibliographic data you need. And you'll generate orders for article reprints at the touch of a key. It's all certain to add depth and dimension to your research.

Four weeks, free

Use Current Contents on Diskette for four weeks. We're sure it will inform you, improve your research efforts, and save time along the way. If you don't agree, just write cancel on your invoice, send it back to ISI, and accept our thanks for trying Current Contents on Diskette.

Start your trial subscription now by calling toll-free, 800-336-4474, operator 413, or write us at one of the addresses below.

Don't let any new research pass you by.
PC PRIMERS

There's only one DNA synthesizer that gives you primers and probes you can use the same day you make them. And that's the only computer controlled synthesizer to give you automated quality assurance. The new Gene Assembler® Plus. The only two-column synthesizer that saves your time instead of wasting it. For more work on sequencing, PCR® or any other technique.

Make your primers after breakfast
Making DNA primers has never been faster or easier. Just enter the sequence you want. Choose preprogrammed methods or customize your own protocols. Documenting all data, your PC then manages and controls the entire synthesis. The unique on-line monitoring system continuously evaluates the detritylation of every base, and displays coupling efficiencies in real time. So unlike other instruments, you can forget about fraction collection, purity analysis and wasteful re-runs. You've now got a built-in guarantee that gives you primers you can always use.

Use your primers after lunch
Getting optimal quality primers in the shortest time requires advanced chemistry. Giving you high coupling efficiency (>99%), stable reagents and few reaction steps. Plus complete cleavage and deprotection within 1 hour (PAC amidites).

All of which means you can make quality assured primers for same day use. Or overnight. Ready to use next morning. For the first time, you've got a choice. And for the first time, you’ll be getting the fastest, easiest and most dependable DNA synthesizer in the world. To find out why, just call us. For more information regarding Gene Assembler Plus and PC primers, call toll free 1-800-678-1592.

*PCR is a registered trademark of the Cetus corporation.
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AUTOMATING MOLECULAR BIOLOGY: TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES FOR THE 90's

A Seminar Series Sponsored by Applied Biosystems

As recombinant DNA technologies become the tools of choice for biological research, more time is consumed in purifying, synthesizing, and sequencing nucleic acids than ever before. Applied Biosystems invites you to seminars discussing the impact of automation on current biological and genetic research—from the researcher's perspective.

Featured speakers include:
• Dr. Michael Hunkapiller, Applied Biosystems
• Dr. Margaret Robertson, HHMI-U. Utah
• Dr. Richard Gibbs, Baylor College of Medicine
• Dr. Eric Lander, Whitehead Institute
• Dr. Lincoln McBride, Applied Biosystems
• Dr. Anthony Carrano, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratories

Join us in these cities:
- September 10 Boston, MA
- September 12 Bethesda, MD
- September 13 Philadelphia, PA
- September 14 New York, NY
- September 19 San Francisco, CA
- September 20 Los Angeles, CA
- September 21 Denver, CO
- October 2  St. Louis, MO
- October 4 Houston, TX
- October 15 Atlanta, GA
- October 16 Chicago, IL
- October 17 Cincinnati, OH
- October 18 San Diego, CA
- October 19 Los Angeles, CA
- October 20 (in conjunction with Human Genome II)
- October 21 Hartford, CT
- October 22 Atlanta, GA
- October 23 (in conjunction with ASHG)

To obtain more information and to register, please call Applied Biosystems at 1-800-545-7547.
DNA by Operon.

It’s about time.

We know that by the time you order a new DNA sequence, you already need it. That’s why at Operon we ship most orders in 2 to 3 working days. And our stringent quality control ensures that you get exactly the synthetic DNA you order. Call for a free Researcher Kit. It’s time you learned more about Operon.

(800) 688-2248

OPERON TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
1000 Atlantic Ave., Suite 108 - Alameda CA 94501
Tel. (415) 865-8644 - Fax. (415) 865-5255 - NIHPA 263-00033233

WORLD'S LEADING SUPPLIER OF SYNTHETIC DNA
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NEW PRODUCTS FOR GENE EXPRESSION STUDIES

RNAzol®RNAzol® B
For RNA isolation from tissues and cells

HIGH EFFICIENCY TRANSFER SOLUTION
For transfer of DNA and RNA from agarose gel to hybridization membranes in Northern blot analysis

BLOCKING REAGENT FOR HYBRIDIZATION
Prevents non-specific binding of hybridization probes

HIGH EFFICIENCY HYBRIDIZATION REAGENT
Hybridization solution for double stranded probes

LOW BACKGROUND HYBRIDIZATION REAGENT
Hybridization solution for single stranded probes.

NORTHERN/SOUTHERN TRANSFER REAGENT
Transfer solution for Northern/Southern blotting. Increases efficiency, visualizes RNA/DNA bands on the hybridization membranes under short wave U.V. light. Replaces ethidium bromide, non-toxic
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AIDS
TARGETED INFORMATION/ATIN

TARGETS YOUR LITERATURE SEARCH

Expand your base of knowledge about AIDS/HIV with AIDS Targeted INFORMATION/ATIN. Every month, ATIN not only provides abstracts but also in-depth evaluations of the current published scientific literature on AIDS. Written by clinicians and researchers for clinicians and researchers, ATIN provides an authoritative command of the world's literature on AIDS. Published by William & Wilkins. Indexed. 12 issues per year.

$125.

To order call
1-800-638-6423

Sponsored by the American Foundation for AIDS Research (AmFAR).
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Hillard Roderick
Prize for Excellence in Science, Arms Control, and International Security

Recognizing outstanding contributions that advance understanding of arms control and international security issues with an important scientific or technical dimension.

Letter of nomination and supporting materials must be received no later than by close of business September 17, 1990.

For complete information, contact: Iris Whiting, Hilliard Roderick Prize, American Association for the Advancement of Science, 1333 H Street, NW, Washington, DC 20005, 202/326-6495.